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Resources:
Primary Education Thinking Skills 1

introduces the six characters, each with
a special thinking strategy, through a
variety of problem-solving activities.

Primary Education Thinking Skills 2

develops the thinking strategies further.
The characters blend their thinking skills
to work together to solve problems.

Kindergarten Primary Education Thinking Skills

Primary Education Thinking Skills 3
provides more complex challenges for
expanding these problem-solving
strategies in the young learner.

introduces the thinking skills through activities
and questioning strategies aligned to a wide array of kindergarten-level trade books.

A TAXONOMY OF THINKING SKILLS
Level

Evaluation

Synthesis

Analysis

Application

Definition
To determine
the value of
something based
on criteria

To put parts
together in a new
and different way

To examine how
the parts relate
to the whole

To use what has
been learned in
another situation

Comprehension

To show
understanding

Knowledge

To recall
information
learned before

Based on Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives

Action

Trigger Verbs

Products

Judge it!

judge, assess, debate,
editorialize, choose,
prioritize, grade, rate,
award, evaluate, value,
appraise, critique,
score, justify, verify,
support, recommend

commentary, debate,
evaluation, critique,
verdict, scale, trial,
opinion, judgment,
recommendation,
awards, commercial,
advertisement

Change it!

transform, formulate,
hypothesize, propose,
imagine, devise, invent,
refine, predict, create,
concoct, re-design,
compose, develop,
combine, re-organize

invention, prediction,
diary entry, dialogue,
alternate ending,
subsequent chapter,
original adaptation of
an existing product,
personification

Examine it!

classify, categorize,
compare, contrast,
investigate, solve,
deduce, differentiate,
examine, distinguish,
question, arrange, group,
dissect, inquire, detect,
order, solve

survey, graph outline,
diagram, prospectus,
questionnaire, report,
chart, interview,
classification, data
collection

Use it!

demonstrate, build,
construct, apply, use,
dramatize, diagram,
experiment, illustrate,
model, adapt, make,
teach, record, revise,
practice, calculate,
simulate, organize, use
charts/graphs/maps

illustration, model,
diorama, experiment,
diagram, puzzle, play,
game, artwork, graph,
map, demonstration,
interview, exhibit,
song, poem

Explain it!

restate, explain, edit,
give examples, retell,
summarize, locate,
describe, identify,
report, paraphrase,
translate, report,
discuss, show, rewrite

summary, report,
response to question,
explanation, review

Name it!

list, tell, recite, name,
identify, memorize,
recall, define, label,
repeat, find, review,
match, fill in, recount

list, recitation, test,
labels, definition,
reproduction
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PETS™ and the Common Core Standards
Common Core

Learning

Standard

Areas

Initiative
Site Location

Thinking
Strand

www.corestandards.org
English
Language Arts
Standards

Read closely to determine what the text
says explicitly and to make logical

College and Career Readiness

inferences from it; cite specific textual

Anchor Standards for Reading »Key

evidence when writing or speaking to

Ideas and Details #1

Convergent/Deductive

support conclusions drawn from the text.
Delineate and evaluate the argument and
specific claims in a text, including the
validity of the reasoning as well as the
relevance and sufficiency of the
evidence.
Prepare for and participate effectively in
a range of conversations and
collaborations with diverse partners,
building on others’ ideas and expressing
their own clearly and persuasively.

Demonstrate understanding of word
relationships and nuances in word
meanings.

College and Career Readiness
Anchor Standards for Reading
»Integration of Knowledge and
Ideas #8

College and Career Readiness
Anchor Standards for Speaking and
Listening »Comprehension and

College and Career Readiness
Anchor Standards for Speaking and
Listening »Vocabulary Acquisition

Divergent

and Use #5

Make sense of problems and persevere in

Introduction » Standards for

Standards

solving them.

Mathematical Practice
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Divergent

Collaboration #1

Mathematics

Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

Evaluative

Introduction » Standards for
Mathematical Practice

Construct viable arguments and

Introduction » Standards for

critique the reasoning of others.

Mathematical Practice

Look for and express regularity in

Introduction » Standards for

repeated reasoning.

Mathematical Practice

Look for and express regularity

Grade 1 » Introduction » Standards

in repeated reasoning.

for Mathematical Practice

Reason with shapes and their

Grade 1 » Introduction »

attributes.

Geometry

Convergent/Deductive

Convergent/Deductive
Visual/Spatial
Convergent/Deductive
Evaluative
Convergent/Deductive
Evaluative

Convergent/Deductive
Visual/Spatial

Visual/Spatial

List names of students as
each behavior appears.
Add checkmarks after name
if behavior is repeated.
Use a different color of ink
or pencil for each whole
group lesson.

P E T S™
Behavioral Checklist
Scientist Thinking
_____________________________________________________

(analytical/convergent thinking)

Teacher _________________
Grade ______
Dates of
whole group
instruction:

1. ________
2. ________

IDENTIFIES ATTRIBUTES ACCURATELY

CREATES CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
THAT WORK

DEMONSTRATES UNIQUE STRATEGIES
FOR ANALYZING

DEFERS JUDGMENT; GATHERS AND
WEIGHS ALL DATA BEFORE DECIDING ON
A SOLUTION

DRAWS RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
LESSON AND OUTSIDE INFORMATION TO
HELP DETERMINE SOLUTIONS

RECOGNIZES FLAWED REASONING

RETAINS INFORMATION FROM PREVIOUS PETS™ CLASSWORK INDICATES AN
LESSONS
OUTSTANDING ABILITY TO USE THIS
THINKING SKILL

I see these behaviors in these
students regularly during class
time as well:

These students did not stand out during
the PETS™ lessons, but I see these
behaviors during regular class time:

Notes:
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DIAGNOSTIC NOTES ● SCIENTIST THINKING
IDENTIFIES ATTRIBUTES ACCURATELY

recognizes and identifies attributes
accurately

DEMONSTRATES UNIQUE STRATEGIES
FOR ANALYZING

categorizes or sorts in unusual or
different ways

CREATES CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
THAT WORK

creates a classification system
tries unique sorting approaches

DEFERS JUDGMENT; GATHERS AND
WEIGHS ALL DATA BEFORE DECIDING ON
A SOLUTION

waits until enough information is
gathered to develop an effective
sorting system
avoids guessing impulsively

DRAWS RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
LESSON AND OUTSIDE INFORMATION TO
HELP DETERMINE SOLUTIONS

makes connections between activities
and outside information

RECOGNIZES FLAWED REASONING

points out errors in an effective
sorting approach

applies the information
RETAINS INFORMATION FROM PREVIOUS
LESSONS

shares knowledge accurately during
review
applies knowledge during activities
I see these behaviors in these
students regularly during class
time as well:

normally great
analytical thinkers

PETS™ CLASSWORK INDICATES AN
OUTSTANDING ABILITY TO USE THIS
THINKING SKILL

seatwork and/or challenge papers
are exceptionally well done

These students did not stand out during
the PETS™ lessons, but I see these
behaviors during regular class time:

normally great analytical
thinkers who “hid out”
during the PETS™ lesson

Notes:

absentees
new students

be generous — more inclusive than exclusive
names can go in more than one box per answer
be sure to add 3s after names for multiple answers
be sure to use different colors for each whole group lesson
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Sybil’s
Creatures

Primary Education Thinking Skills 1

©

From Beverly Pryor
Bay City, TX

From Primary Education Thinking Skills 3
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